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Background

• Prediction of RNA secondary structure 
• Most common approach -> Energy directed folding (Turner nearest-

neighbor model) 



Background

• Deep learning methods for the RNA secondary structure prediction
• Data hungry problem 

• Biased datasets (bpRNA set, Rfam database)
• Limited Structural diversity of the data set
• Uneven length distribution of sequences in bpRNA



Synthetic data 
• Pros: Generated in arbitrary amounts and guaranteed to be free of biases. 
• Implementation: RNAfold from the ViennaRNA package to fold random sequences 
• From same sequence length to four different length distributions 
• equal A,U,C,G content



Predicting pairedness

• Predictors: 
• A simple feed forward network (FFN) 
• A more complex 1D convolutional neural network (CNN)
• A bi-directional long short term memory (BLSTM) network



Predicting pairedness

• BLSTM performed slightly better than the simpler sliding window 
approaches
• None of the predictors achieve a satisfactory performance 



Predicting base pair matrices

• n is expanded to a n × n matrix, where each entry 
corresponds to a possible base pair. 
• Method: SPOT-RNA network, a deep network 

employing ResNets (residual networks), fully 
connected layers and 2D BLSTMs. Implemented 
three variants, corresponding to Models 0, 1, and 
3. 



Predicting base pair matrices



Predicting base pair matrices

• The number of predicted base pairs scales quadratically with sequence length, even 
though a secondary structure can only accommodate a linear number of pairs. 



Predicting base pair matrices

• Network can reproduce 
many local features of RNA 
structures, such as the 
prevalence of different 
types of base pairs and 
loops.



Some takeaways

• Synthetic data might relieve the data hungry problem of deep 
networks 
• Networks trained on synthetic data can reproduce many local 

features of RNA structures but struggle to correctly reproduce global 
properties and scaling behavior. 



Discussion

• Algorithm bias and data bias 
• Why the number of predicted base pairs scales quadratically with 

sequence length? How to improve the model design?
• Is the synthetic data really unbiased? Does it introduce new biases?


